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Over 120 cross stitch greetings card and tag designs await you in this colorful must-have collection.
Mark any occasion on your calendar with a cross stitch card selected from the extensive choice of
exciting designs offered. Divided into four main chapters, selecting a suitable design is simple. There
is a card for every occasion, and always charted variations where applicable. Ideas and instructions
are provided for mounting your work into cards, and even for decorating the card mount to ensure a
special and polished finish. In addition, smaller motifs are charted for quick-to-stitch tags and each
chapter features a selection of the charted designs made up into gifts to match the occasion.
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ndup
A very nice selection of possibilities!
Vikus

I love the patterns and pictures. Makes me want tOm work every project
Lestony
This book has some really cute patterns for all occasions. And the patterns also work for other things
like fobs or needle cases too. I made the reindeer as an xmas ornament for a friend even.
I give this book only 4 stars not because I don't like it enough for 5 stars but because I don't really
use it enough to give it 5 stars.
But it is definitly worth owning!
Preve
Item perfect!!
Rasmus
There are many cute and pretty designes for all occasions in this book. They are small and quick to
do. This book is for the beginner to the advanced.
Exellent
awesome book! love the designs for any occassion! every cross stitcher will love this book!!
easy to follow instructions! I like how easy the color chart is to read.
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